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Entry checker B1 language revision
Grammar
Lesson 1

- Present tenses and Past Simple  
- Past continuous
- Past continuous/past simple
- When, while,as

Lesson 3
- Going to: future intentions
- After, before, when, while, as soon as
- Going to: future predictions
- Zero Conditional
- First Conditional

Lesson 6
- Present perfet with ever, never
- Been vs Gone
- Present perfect vs Past simple

Venture B1 +
Unit 1
Grammar

- Present perfect continuous with for, since
- Stative verbs
- Make, let, be allowed to

Functions
- Talking about unfinished actions and states
- Talking about permissions and obligations

Vocabulary
 Professional skills
 Freedom and parental control

Unit 2
Grammar

- Infinitive purpose: to + verb
- Expressing funtions: for + verb + -ing
- Present simple passive
- Past simple passive

Functions
 Talking about processes and facts
 Explaining the purpose of things



Vocabulary
          -    Computers, the Internet and technology
           -      Design and innovation
Unit 3
Grammar

- Non defining relative clauses with who, whose, which, where
- Modal verbs: should, ought to, had better, why don't..?

Functions
     -    Giving extra information about people or things
      -     Asking for and giving advice
Vocabulary

- Describing places
Unit 4
Grammar

- Defining relative clauses with who, whose, which, where, that
- Omitting the relative pronoun

Functions
- Describing and giving information about people and things

Unit 6
Grammar

- 2nd Conditional
- If I were you
- Wish with past simple

      -    (on) my own
Functions

- Talking about imaginary and hypothetical situations
- Making wishes

Vocabulary
- Phrasal verbs
- Personality

Unit 7
Grammar

- Could, couldn't, managed to, was/were able to
- Past perfect
- Because,already, never

      -    Before, after, when, by the time
Functions

- Talking about past ability
- Talking about earlier past events

Vocabulary
- Health snd fitness
- Medical science

Unit 12
Grammar

- 3rd Conditional
- 1st, 2nd and 3rd Conditionals
- Wish with past perfect

      -    What (a/an) + (adjective) + noun!



Functions
- Hypothesising about the past
- Expressing regrets

Vocabulary
- Crime and punishment
- Social issues
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